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If you click on the picture the program will either start or install, depending on the type of
product and limitations and requirements we have. If you click on the written description 
of the product to the right of the picture (usually) you will get access to any available 
information, known problem and solutions we have, etc. Please let us know how we can
best serve you.

Thank You for your purchase. The following pages are descriptions of additional 
products we have available. Enjoy...
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Please select an alternate CD by number, in case a title
isn’t in stock at the time of the order.

Multipak Product Offer
Master Title List

As of 18 April 2021

Definition of Category Abbreviations
CM = Comedy CU = Cultural DP = Desktop Publishing ED = Education
ET = Edutainment FM = Family GM = Game RF = Reference
SB = Storybook SI = Special Interest SW = Shareware UT = Utility

Definition of Other Abbreviations
Y = Windows ’95 compatible N = Not Windows ’95 compatible
Y? = May have trouble with Windows’95 on some systems ? = Has not been tested in Windows ’95
D = DOS program, Windows ’95 compatibility not applicable M = Mac program
* = Higher royalty ^ = Some contract limitations

Titles Currently Available

             Title of Product                                                                                                                Product Code #             Category  
1. 20,000 Leagues under the Sea    (MSRP $69.00) 7-44827-57400-8 SB

Captivating narration and beautiful animation tell the classic tale of an adventure 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea.
This interactive version let’s your children learn and explore the story, as well as many of the treasures and 
creatures of the sea…. Welcome aboard the Nautilus, an amazing underwater craft that will take children on a 
reading adven-ture they’ll never forget. Based on Jules Verne’s timeless classic, this talking storybook makes 
reading fun and easier than ever before. This program captures the magic of the original tale and brings it to life 
with animation, music and sound effects that make users feel as if they were actually on board Captain Nemo’s 
submarine. The story’s “living pages” lets kids explore on their own, interacting with the program while using the 
mouse. It is fully narrated. Difficult words are defined aloud when they’re clicked on. An excellent adventure for all
ages.

Win ’95?: Y

2. Adventures    (MSRP $19.95) 7-44827-57452-7 SI/RF

Want to kayak down white water rapids, trek across a desert on a camel, or sunbathe on faraway exotic 
beaches? You’ve got it with Adventures, a lively and complete exploration of adventure vacations and unusual 
travel experiences throughout the world. Search through the main directory. Customize your search through this 
program’s many features. Provides complete travel information on all adventures shown in this must-have guide 
for anyone interested in travel!

Win ’95?: Y



3. The Adventures of Pinocchio    (MSRP $69.00) 7-44827-57401-5 SB

The biggest and most beautiful electronic storybook. Magical sights and full narration bring this original adaptation
of Carlo Collodi’s classic tale to life as children read about the mischievous puppet, Pinocchio. Delightful 
animation and sound effects accompany this full length storybook. Kids will not be able to wait to turn the page 
and find out what trouble Pinocchio gets into next with the odd characters he meets in every scene. Pinocchio 
upstages the famous Fire Eater, upsets a schoolroom, turns into a boorish donkey and explores the innards of a 
huge shark, as he searches for his father and the secret to his own humanity.

Win ’95?: Y

4. * American Concise Encyclopedia w/Webster’s Dictionary  (MSRP $29.95)7-44827-57453-4 RF/ED

Here it is: more than 15,000 up-to-date entries, quickly accessible alphabetically or by subject via easy-to-use 
click-and-scan menus and prompts. Includes a powerhouse of an Appendix of original source documents, 
including all 66 books of the Old and New Testaments, the Magna Carta, the U.S. Constitution, and the 
Emancipation Proclamation. You’ll never lack for quick information again!

Win ’95?: Y

5. Boing Boing & Roger’s Learning Adventure    (MSRP $59.00) 7-44827-57403-9 ET

Leap through questions in this electronic game with Boing Boing, the mighty kangaroo and his pal Roger, the boy 
genius. This interactive computer board game quizzes students on their knowledge of history, geography, science
and literature. There is also a mystery category which asks random questions about a variety of topics. The 
hundreds of questions vary in difficulty, making this game suitable for children from grades 2 through 8. The high-
quality graphics, animation and videos make this program an all-time favorite.

Win ’95?: Y

6. Campbell’s All-American Recipe Browser    (MSRP $39.95) 7-44827-57442-8 SI/RF

M’m! M’m! Good! cooking begins with Campbell’s family of quality products. The great-tasting recipes in this 
special collection include both new ideas and time-tested favorites - all of them have been streamlined for quick 
and easy preparation. Softbook introduces “Campbell’s All-American Recipes” as one of the most comprehensive
and easy - to-use computer cookbooks available today. Add your favorite and treasured recipes to create a 
personalized recipe collection you’ll use every day!

Win ’95?: Y

7. Cards & Casino    (MSRP $………) 7-44827-57992-8 GM

Here is a classic collection of 7 of the best card & casino games MVP software have ever produced. Video Poker,
Big Bertha’s Slot machine, Keno, Black Jack, and even Deluxe Bridge! Test your gaming skills with this special 
edition CD. Sharpen your betting skills and practice for the real thing.

Win ’95?: D

8. Caves, Secret World of    (MSRP $19.95) 7-44827-57454-1 SI/RF

Explore the mysterious and beautiful worlds beneath our earth. A complete interactive guide to US caves and 
caverns. Discover these spectacular formations that took millenniums to create. Breathtaking photography and 
detailed descriptions provide all of the fun with none of the risk! Provides complete information on each of the 
featured caves including business hours and directions to all of the caves shown.

Win ’95?: Y

9. China: Home of the Dragon     (MSRP $29.00) 7-44827-57455-8 RF/ED

Learn everything you wanted to know about China in this easy to use and informative program. You cruise 
through History, Geography, People and Languages, and Arts & Culture. You view hundreds of beautiful color 
photographs, hours of narration, and plenty of interesting, informative text. Designed to be used as a resource 
tool for both schools and libraries, as well as for those who are simply interested in learning about China. 

Win ’95?: Y



10.College Funding Finder    ( MSRP $69.95) 7-44827-57476-3 SI

If you are struggling with financing your college education, this program could help you! If you’re in high school or 
a community college and have a good GPA and are beginning to look for financial aide for your education this 
program can help you. It doesn’t tell you about the schools, it DOES tell you sources of available financing for 
your career goals, your unique needs, and is designed to help you see possibilities. 

Win ’95?: Y

11.Complete Car Care   (Volume 1)  (MSRP $79.95) 7-44827-57456-5 SI/RF

People are discovering just how important it is to keep their vehicle running in tip-top shape. With growing fuel 
prices and tough emission standards, good preventative maintenance is a must in today’s mobile economy. This 
CD is a garage mechanic’s worst nightmare. When you see a mechanic, you’ll be able to speak intelligently, 
understand what you’re told, and best of all, keep from getting ripped off!

Win ’95?: Y

12.Complete Car Care   (Volume 2)  (MSRP $79.95) 7-44827-57457-2 SI/RF

Learn the secrets to keeping your car on the road and out of the expensive repair garage. A few simple steps can
keep you driving safely for years to come. Your investment deserves to be protected, and this guide will show you
how

Win ’95?: Y

13.Complete House    (MSRP $19.95) 7-44827-57458-9 SI/RF

A multimedia exploration of American residential architecture for people who may be building, remodeling, or are 
just interested in house designs. Features include: House Design - contains practical information illustrating the 
relationship between the homeowner, house and environment. Kitchen & Bath Designs provides an in depth look 
at award winning designs and offers suggestions for bringing those elements into your home. The Magazine of 
Design gives you a well-rounded overview of various plans and photos, combined with audio clips and text 
offering insight behind the creation of the individual houses. CAD/FP allows you to put your new knowledge to 
work, allowing you to create a custom plan as well as offering access to sample plans. An entertaining and 
informative addition to your reference library.

Win ’95?: Y

14. * Complete Interactive World Factbook  (MSRP $59.95) 7-44827-57405-3 RF/ED

Geography, history, maps, populations, anthems, or just facts and figures... this disc contains value-loaded 
information, giving you hours of knowledge and entertainment. Homework is a breeze with it’s wealth of dates, 
people and places. Quickly research what the people, climate, religious beliefs and economy are like in a country 
you are planning to visit. Complete with animation, sounds, sights, facts and figures. This program requires 
Microsoft Windows and 640x480 screen resolution and 256 colors being displayed.

Win ’95?: Y

15.Early Learning Center    (MSRP $89.95) 7-44827-57408-4 ET

Hey, five more nifty talking programs packed on one CD for children of many ages! Talking Vocabulary 
Builders - Join the Word Defenders as they help kids recognize and use homonyms, synonyms, antonyms and 
contractions and identify word meaning through context clues.  Narration, action-packed animation, sound effects 
and a comic book style heighten student involvement, promoting increased retention of subject matter. Pink 
Pete’s Talking ABC’s - Pete Pink the flamingo guides kids through the letters of the alphabet with brilliant 
graphics and real human narration.  In Alpha Board, click on any letter and get its sound and a word starting with 
that letter.  Recognizing Letters asks students to supply the first letter that fits a word and its picture.  Alpha Story
provides funny animations for each of the letters of the alphabet, as words come alive to tell a delightful story. 
Talking Clock - This easy-to-use program helps young children learn the vocabulary of telling time along with the
parts of a clock face.  In one section kids are asked to set the clock to different times.  In another, they have to 
read the hands of the clock and type in the time. Talking USA Map - This innovative program is perfectly suited 
for those of any age who wish to learn the locations of states and capitals, as well as factual information about 
our country.  Superbly detailed graphics of each state show the topography, borders and moving bodies of water, 



and a simple click of the mouse brings up a variety of facts about the history, land, industry and political 
characteristics of each state. Talking Using Money and Making Change - A helpful human voice identifies U.S.
coins and bills, emphasizes money values and helps children use money and make change in simulated 
purchases.  The program is divided into four sections: Money Talks, Money Values, Adding Coins & Bills and 
Cash Register.

Win ’95?: Y Installation File: learning.exe # of Dir: 129 # of Files: 1,096 Bytes: 66,344,126

16.Earthquakes - Be Prepared!    (MSRP $19.95) 7-44827-57459-6 SI/RF

See how earthquakes strike suddenly, causing death, injuries, and destruction. Learn how to prepare in advance 
and survive the next major earthquake. Protect yourself, your family and property with the life-saving tips provided
in this informative program. Also included are geographical information on such topics as plate tectonics, types of 
faults, and the history of earthquakes -- California in particular. An informative and practical addition to any CD 
ROM collection.

Win ’95?: Y?

17.Encyclopedia of Western Lawmen & Outlaws    (MSRP $29.95) 7-44827-57461-9 RF/ED

The Encyclopedia of Western Lawmen & Outlaws is the authoritative source on the American Wild West. It 
contains more than 4,000 hypertext pages of intriguing and entertaining stories on the lawmen and outlaws who 
shaped the Old West, including Billy the Kid, “Wild Bill” Hickok, Butch Cassidy, and Wyatt Earp. These in-depth 
stories reveal how the hardships of the Western frontier shaped the colorful and deadly characters whose daring 
exploits became legend.

Win ’95?: Y

18.Executive Attaché    (MSRP $39.95) 7-44827-57445-9 SI

This is the executive’s best friend! Everything your need for success is right at your fingertips! Programs offered 
include: My Bank, Computer Organizer, Reduce Stress, Lose Weight, Stop Smoking, Computer Diary and many 
others! 
Win ’95?: Y

19.The Great Golf CD    (MSRP $29.95) 7-44827-57477-0 RF/ED/SI

This is the golfers best friend. This interactive CD is full of important dates, facts, figures, historical data and 
hundreds of those ever important golf stories. Search through the indexes on your favorite male and female 
golfers by name. Great graphics and entertaining music together with an easy-to-use interface combine to make 
this CD-ROM a terrific value.

Win ’95?: Y

20.Great Restaurants    (MSRP $19.95) 7-44827-57462-6 SI/RF

A colorful and exciting gourmet guide with more than 4,000 photographs, 1,000 menus, and hundreds of recipes 
showcasing the country’s greatest restaurants, wineries and breweries. From upscale restaurants serving oysters
Rockefeller to boisterous back alley brew pubs, this easy to use and informative guide shows you the best places 
to wine and dine when you travel. Custom search capabilities, complete addresses and phone numbers, together 
with easy to find directions, let you quickly and easily plan your travel journal in a matter of minutes. Complete 
information regarding business hours, tour schedules, and tasting room hours makes planning a fun and easy 
hassle free trip!

Win ’95?: N

21.Gus & the CyberBuds Sing, Play & Paint-a-Long    (MSRP $39.95) 7-44827-57480-0 ET

This disc is full of the things kids like to do best -- sing songs, make pictures, and have the chance to play with 
their creations. Choose one of six different songs to play and sing with. Hours of enjoyment for both parents and 
children! With the optional languages -- Spanish, Japanese, English, German, and French -- this is an out-
standing educational tool. Sure to be a favorite in the home library.

Win ’95?: Y



22.Gus goes to CyberTown    (MSRP $39.95) 7-44827-57481-7 ET

Fun songs, games and information await you in Cybertown! Your friend Gus will guide you through his friendly 
neighborhood, where he has hidden his three Cyberbuds in Cybertown. Click on various objects in the stores or 
park to see neat animation and movies. As soon as you find all three Cyberbuds, move on to the next stop. 
Children can learn and play for hours in this entertaining CD that even Mom and Dad will enjoy!

Win ’95?: Y

23.Hardwood Solitaire v7 Volume 1    (MSRP $19.95) 7 44827-57409-1 ED/FM/GM

Klondike solitaire at it’s best! This disc includes both the Win31.x and an award winning Windows 95 version of 
the first High color and True color renditions of this ever popular game. The graphics and basic program design 
will impress virtually any solitaire player. There are three or four hidden cheats and tricks for the curious, see 
what you can find. There is also a promotional discount and immediate activation available for Golf and Pyramid 
solitaire also!

Win ’95?: Y

24.Harry’s Story Disc and Coloring Book    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57463-3 SB/ET/FM

Get hours of quality entertainment for children of all ages on this remarkable CD ROM! Young ones will enjoy the 
timeless tales of Peter Pan, Pinocchio, Alice in Wonderland, Jungle Book, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the 
Sea and The Wizard of Oz. Also included are Aesop’s Fables and Hans Christian Anderson collections. All 
stories are printable and include full text, author and title search capabilities, plus a unique bookmark feature 
which allows you to mark your favorite passages for future reference. Harry’s Story Disc and Coloring Book also 
features over 250 full page printable coloring book illustrations, with at least one illustration to match each story 
on the disc. You can search for pictures by title or by subject. Whether you are telling bedtime stories, or 
enhancing your child’s reading, listening or artistic skills, this CD is ideal family entertainment.

Win ’95?: N

25.How to Inspect & Buy a Used Car    (MSRP $39.95) 7 44827-57478-7 SI

This title is a MUST for any WISE shopper. In this age of caveat emptor -- let the buyer beware -- our experts are
meticulous about hidden secrets that can tip you off as to whether or not you’re getting a bargain or somebody 
else’s MECHANICAL NIGHTMARE! We use video to show you what to look for and provide text files you can 
print out to help you remember when you go shopping. Did you know this trick? You’re looking at a 10 year old 
car with 50,000 miles on it. Sounds good, right? Did you look at the rubber on the brake pedal? It should be worn 
a bit, but not ancient or brand new. That could tip you off that there are more than 50K miles on the car. Also, 
double check the rubber on the emergency brake handle or foot post. Just a sample of the kind of handy tips 
loaded on this information-packed CD-ROM.

Win ’95?: Y

26.How to Play Craps    (MSRP $39.95) 7 44827-57425-1 GM

Learn to play the games of Craps and have fun doing it! Our new and exciting CD ROM interactively instructs you
how to play this universal game. It will give you and your friends many hours of fun and entertainment. The game 
comes complete with over 40 minutes of video instruction. And our personal guarantee that you will just love this 
program, even without the full-color 25”X38” layout of a professional Craps table, a pair of dice, or the playing 
chips the video will show you and reference.

Win ’95?: Y

27.Junior Science: The Earth    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57482-4 RF/ED

Learn about the planet we live on with this multimedia tour of The Earth.  Over 60 minutes of narration and 
beautiful, full-color photos teach you the fascinating facts about our world.  Feature Presentations include:  The 
Earth: Important Facts, Composition of the Earth, Geologic Processes and History of the Earth.  Afterwards, test 
your memory with a question & answer section and an exciting quiz.  The program includes a dictionary and an 
encyclopedia to aid in the learning process.  Send any information you need to your printer. A wonderful learning 
aid for young students.



Win ’95?: Y

28.Junior Science: The Ocean    (MSRP $29.95) 7.44827-57483-1 RF/ED

It covers over 70 percent of our planet’s surface, and with this fascinating and educational program you will learn 
many amazing facts about that enormous body of water we call The Ocean.  Includes over 40 minutes of 
narration, full-color photos, sounds and music.  Feature Presentations include – The Seas and The Land, 
Seawater: Characteristics & Composition, The Floor of the Sea and Economic Ocean Resources.  After-wards, 
test your memory with a question & answer section and an exciting quiz.  The program includes a dictionary and 
an encyclopedia to aid in the learning process.  Send any information you need to your printer. An entertaining, 
educational tool.

Win ’95?: Y

J  unior Science: The Universe    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57484-8 RF/ED

That awesome, endless place where stars live and die, The Universe is indeed the last great frontier to explore.  
This wonderful, educational program gives you nearly an hour of narration, along with sounds, music and 
beautiful, full-color photos.  Feature Presentations include – Astronomy, The Solar System, Stars and Galaxies 
and The Future and Space Exploration.  Afterwards, test your memory with a question & answer section and an 
exciting quiz. The program includes a dictionary and an encyclopedia to aid in the learning process.  Send any 
information you need to your printer.

Win ’95?: Y

29.King Arthur’s Magic Castle    (MSRP $39.95) 7 44827-57410-7 ET/GM

Joust, explore the castle or perhaps visit Merlin in his lab of tricks. Whatever you decide, fun and excitement are 
around every corner!! Players joust with enemies of the King, escape treacherous dungeons and marvel at 
Merlin’s magic. Exploring the Castle describes the keep, the mews, the knights’ practice area and the moat 
through colorful animation. The Jousting Tournament allows players to challenge Count Grizzle-Steiner and other 
bad knights. In the Dungeon of Peril, players follow a maze and watch for danger at every turn. Deductive 
reasoning and logic are the keys to outsmarting the creatures and obstacles that are in the way of fulfilling the 
quest. In Merlin’s Tower, there are 50 animated objects to discover. Nearly every item in Merlin’s workroom will 
come to life when clicked on.

Win ’95?: Y

30. * Literary Horizons - American, British, and World Literature  (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57485-5 RF/ED

This exciting interactive multimedia presentation spans a variety of topics: Literary History from the Victorian era 
to World War II, Women in Literature, and the life and works of Nathaniel Hawthorne. Together they provide a 
comprehensive historical perspective, considering the effects of both the cultural and political climates along with 
the social changes. Contains over 300 photos, extensive audio tracks and indexes and a complete working 
dictionary. 

Win ’95?: Y

L  otto Gold    (MSRP $34.95) 7 44827-57486-2 GM

Track and analyze winning lottery numbers, play Pick 3,4,5,6, or 7 plus supplementary and bonus games. Use 
dozens of statistical and personally significant strategies, such as: percentage analysis, recurring numbers, 
historical possibilities, biorhythms, fibonacci sequences, frequencies, skips and hits, pairs and triples, I ching, co-
occurrences, mean recursion, or hash analysis. Choose and wheel numbers using every analysis method, chart 
and print trends, statistics and selection choices, manage lottery pools, check for winning numbers and more! The
winning results for over 40 popular lotteries are pre-loaded in Lotto Gold, so you can begin immediately. It’s easy,
fun, and one of the most advanced and complete computerized lottery programs on the market! Become a little 
luckier by putting the stats, logic, patterns, and odds on your side!

Win ’95?: Y

31.Money in the 90’s    (MSRP $49.95) 7 44827-57487-9 SI



Thanks to today’s CD-ROM technology, you can now get your Money magazine library on one easy to use disc. 
The new Money in the 90’s CD-ROM includes the full text of all regular issues of Money magazine from January 
1990 through the 1994 Forecast Issue, features advise from Money editors on how to : Cut your taxes and invest 
profitably, Budget and save your money, Retire early and comfortably, Achieve your financial goals. Features full 
motion video and full text search capabilities.

Win ’95?: D

32.MVP’s Command Post 6    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57411-4 GM

This awesome CD-ROM contains 7 of the best Strategy games and puzzles: Arcy 2; an addictive game of logic, 
strategy, and skill. Can you help Arcy escape? Cargo Bay; can you solve the puzzles that disarm the bombs? 
Game Builder; try your hand at building your own games. King Authur’s K.O.R.T.; reclaim the land of England. 
Match your spy’s, war tactics, and defenses with some of the least scrupulous knights not invited to the round 
table. Kublai Khan; rumor has it that people able to do this puzzle survived the wrath of the Mongols. Peg 
Solitaire; The time honored board and pegs game has been computerized with numerous variations. Towers; a 
limited space to place as many objects as possible, quickly. Each new level is based on the objects placed in the 
previous level. This CD contains thought provoking entertainment. Increase you problem solving skills, challenge 
your powers of reasoning, and find hours of enjoyment with this one CD. Designed for ages 5 through adult.

Win ’95?: D

33.National Parks    (MSRP $19.95) 7 44827-57488-6 RF/SI

When you want to hike down a tree-shaded mountain trail, catch the glimmer of a bubbling brook, trek through a 
verdant valley or stand on a famous battlefield, it’s all here in this new release of National Parks. Video timeline. 
Over 1,000 breathtaking photographs, a myriad of audio tracks and diagrams. See the country as our ancestors 
did(minus the horses or covered wagons). Explore and appreciate the beauty of our National Parks, Monu-ments,
Memorials, Battlefields, Historic Sites, Seashores, Lake shores, Preserves, Recreation areas, Parkways, Rivers 
and Scenic Trails. Use archival video segments to learn the history and how we preserved and dedicated portions
of our wilderness as National Parks. Read whiz tips so you can prepare for a trip to the National Park of your 
choice. Read kid’s stuff to learn the “do’s and don’ts” of bringing children to a National Park. Find out the 
particulars about camping, special events, and programs. This is an entertaining and informative journey across 
our nation’s prime lands. Plan your next trip or just sit back and enjoy it from the comfort of your favorite chair.

Win ’95?: Y

34.Powerstick II    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57429-9 GM

Six of the latest, greatest, and most sizzling hot arcade style games we could find for the PC are brought to you 
on this outstanding CD-ROM. Contains the maze action games Doom (w/cheats and extras), and Rise of the 
Triad; the ultimate robot fighting game, One Must Fall; the graphically acclaimed flight games Raptor and 
Tyrian; and action packed adventure Jazz the Jackrabbit, which has been compared to some of the Sega® and
Nintendo® games. Incredible value, endless fun and challenge, A joystick is recommended.

Win ’95?: D

35.POWERTALK!    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57489-3 SI/RF

Authors/entrepreneurs Tony Robbins and Paul Zane Pilzer team up to discuss what is happening in the economy 
and where business opportunities for creating wealth lie. Their high-energy 65-minute multimedia presentation is 
dynamically linked to more than 4,000 hypertext pages of reference material. Multimedia POWERTALK! on 
PowerCD is an updated version of ZCI’s popular 1993 business CD-ROM.

Win ’95?: Y

36.Professor Multimedia    (MSRP $59.95) 7-44827-57490-9 SI/ED/FM

Everything you need to know about the world of MultiMedia! This full featured, easy to use interactive tutorial 
combines full motion video, music, and special effects to help the user understand and produce their own 
multimedia programs for home, business, educational, and entertainment use. A must for computer users of all 
levels wanting to get the most out of their computer! This is easily one of the best computer programs I have ever
reviewed. It is educational, entertaining, and fascinating and so addictive that people won’t see you for a long time
after you start running this program.”  (NPR - Raw Bytes) This is the kind of smart, concise, to the point 



presentation that would be nice to find consistently in CD ROM reference titles. Not only does this program 
succeed in explaining what multimedia is and how it works, it deftly uses the very elements it is explaining to 
make its point. Professor MultiMedia is the dictionary defining itself!”  (Video Stores Magazine)

Win ’95?: Y

37.Pro Football Handicapper / College Football Handicapper    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57491-6 SI

Here are two Professional Top Rated Football Handicapping programs. They both takes into account the "Betting 
Spread" to predict winning teams and will provide statistically determined picks, help analyze trends and track 
your hypothetical bets. They are NOT designed to break any Federal, State or Local laws. Data required to use is
in the daily papers. A must have for anyone interested in analyzing the game of football.

Win ’95?: Y

38.Redwood Games (School House Edutainment)    (MSRP $39.95) 7 44827-57412-1 ET

(Talking ABC’s, Word Rescue & Math Rescue)

Word Rescue - teaches kids 5 to 10 to read while they play a scrolling Nintendo™ like game. Explore many 
fascinating locations as you search for all the stolen words. Three levels, exciting sound, and unstoppable fun for 
your child! Twice nominated for Best Educational Game!

Math Rescue - The Gruzzles are back and stealing all the numbers in this funny, adventure filled Nintendo™ 
style learning game. Includes puzzling word-math and standard arithmetic. Winner of various awards, including 
1993 Best Educational Game!

Talking ABC’s - Preschool game learn the letters and their sounds! This interactive game talks to your child, age
2-6, with a natural sounding voice, using the PC speaker. Three fun games, Follow the leader, Draw your own 
pictures, and Matching game. No extra equipment is required.

Win ’95?: D

39.Ski Europe    (MSRP $19.95) 7 44827-57492-3 SI/RF

Tour the top ski resorts of Austria, France, Germany, Italy and Switzerland with this entertaining and revealing 
multimedia guide. Whether you are actually planning a trip, or merely curious, this program gives you accurate 
information while providing a delightfully thorough overview of the best resorts Europe has to offer. Choose 
resorts by region, or a specific interest, from budget-conscious to the most modern. Detailed maps, videos, and 
breathtaking photography make this an entertaining and enlightening addition to your home library.

Win ’95?: Y

40.Solid Gold Fonts & More    (MSRP $49.95) 7 44827-57450-3 SI/DP

Over 5,000 different Fonts, Icons, Wallpapers, and Sound Files for Windows! This unique powerful and easy 
program gives you “True Type” and “Type 1” fonts, great Icons, unusual high resolution full color wallpaper, and 
sharp sound files that will enhance the appearance and provide a very professional touch to all of your Windows 
desktop publishing applications. Perfect for Home, School, and Business!

Win ’95?: Y?

41.Sports Fishing around the World    (MSRP $19.95) 7 44827-57503-6 SI/RF

Visit the world’s best fishing spots in this dazzling multimedia guide. Exotic sports fishing tour destinations include
Kenya, India and Florida. Wonderful photographs of the fish and surrounding wildlife and scenery, include you in 
the fun. This, combined with expert advice on how to catch these trophy fish, make this an absolute must-have 
for the fishing enthusiast!

Win ’95?: Y

42.The Swiss Family Robinson    (MSRP $39.95) 7 44827-57414-5 SB

This enchanting program gives fresh meaning to a classic tale. Shipwrecked on an unknown island, the Robinson
family must forge a new life for themselves. They build an intricate tree house, survive terrible weather and ward 
off wild animals. Outstanding animation. Throughout this CD, readers are able to click on the “living pages” to see



wonderful animation. Children’s reading skills flourish through colorful animation, sound effects and well-paced 
narration. At the end of the story, a quiz section tests comprehension.

Win ’95?: Y

43.Talking Schoolhouse    (MSRP $59.00) 7 44827-57415-2 ET

Choose from five exciting programs! Talking Vocabulary Builders, Talking Alpha Chimp, Talking Clock, 
Talking School bus & Talking Addition & Subtraction. Imagine One program incorporating five educational 
titles into a complete learning experience. Talking Schoolhouse is the result of the latest techniques for teaching 
all of the basic skills. The program is an in-depth study of reading, spelling, mathematics, speech, and telling time
for young children. The five complete programs can keep any child engaged for hours, making learning more fun 
than ever!

Win ’95?: Y

44.Thoroughbred Handicapper Pro    (MSRP $34.95) 7 44827-57504-3 SI

The race has begun! Be lengths ahead with the complete thoroughbred handicapping system. Its so easy! 
Anyone can do I! Keep track of your overall profit or loss by using the wager summary reports. Also includes 
evaluation programs for you to sample.

Win ’95?: Y

45.Trump Castle    (MSRP $39.95) 7 44827-57505-0 GM

This all new generation of gambling software offers more games, more features and more realistic action than 
ever before. Capstone Software proudly presents Trump Castle 3, the most authentic casino simulation on the 
market today! From the cards on the gaming tables to the coins spewing from the slot machines - crisp, realistic 
graphics and sound carefully capture every detail. Deal your friends in on the fun. Play your favorite casino 
games. Modem and network support add to the action for a few quick hands - anytime and anywhere. Whether 
you prefer Twenty-One or Baccarat, Texas Hold’em or Poker video-style, Trump Castle 3 has them all! Blackjack,
Roulette, Baccarat, 36 different Slot machines, 4 types of poker, Keno, Craps, and the ever popular video poker. 
This CD is packed with features and fun. From clever “Create your own characters” to the handy help screens 
and pay-out ratio charts, you will find a wealth of extras to enhance your gaming enjoyment.

Win ’95?: D

46.Ultimate Baccarat    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57436-7 GM

Enter a fully animated casino card game and gambling school where you play baccarat with three computer 
generated characters. Access game statistics and game rules. Adjust the mouse, adjust the game speed, and 
much more. Use the Tutor to learn the game, then go it on your own. Bets are adjustable form $20 to $500. Relax
and learn to play this game as the dealer talks you through every step. Warning:  Only for the rich (at heart)!

Win ’95?: D

47.Ultimate Gambler    (MSRP $59.95) 7 44827-57506-7 GM

This disc brings you as close to a casino as you can get without leaving your chair! Extremely accurate probability
and outcomes in all games! The ultimate casino disc! Contains 7 titles: Ultimate Baccarat, Ultimate Black Jack, 
Ultimate Craps, Ultimate Gin, Ultimate Poker, Ultimate Roulette, Digital Downs and Operation Just Because. 
Whether you win or lose, it’s guaranteed to bring hours of fun!

Win ’95?: D

48.U.S. Geography: Alaska and Hawaii    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57507-4 RF/ED

Get to know the sights and peoples of the 49th and 50th states, Alaska and Hawaii, with a multimedia package 
that delivers all the richness and diversity of these lands. You’ll get a fascinating overview of two of the most 
diverse landscapes and culturally rich regions of America--all yours to enjoy over and over again on this exquisite 
CD-ROM! Move from the frigid tundra of Alaska to the verdant lushness of sun-drenched Hawaii with this 



powerful CD package. You get a continuous 35+ minute Overture that dramatically illustrates the geography of 
Alaska and Hawaii.

Win ’95?: Y

49.U.S. Geography: The Land & Its People    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57508-1 RF/ED

Explore the length, breadth, and depth of one of the world’s great nations with this sweeping multimedia 
showcase. Cross mountains, deserts, plains, and forests alike. Drink in the variegated beauty of a great land at 
your own pace! Get to know America at a depth of experience books alone can’t bring you. Just click you mouse 
for a continuous 45+ minute Overture that dramatically illustrates the geography of the United States.

Win ’95?: Y

50. * Webster’s Concise Encyclopedia  (MSRP $69.95) 7 44827-57509-8 RF/ED

I bet you thought Webster’s only did dictionaries, didn’t you? This quality multimedia encyclopedia is an easy-to-
use prelude to the Webster’s Interactive version. Tons of current and up-to-date information, photos, sounds, and
videos. Full of overviews, facts, and figures. Designed for children and adults, it’s not bogged down with massive 
details only college grad students and research professors need. The interface gives you ease of use and quick 
access to your topics of interest. Copy the information into school reports, a job prospectus, or print the 
information out to show friends and family members. This is a great addition to any home library, and useful to 
“information junkies,” children and adults alike. With the quality you expect from a name like Webster’s!

Win ’95?:?

51.White Water Rafting    (MSRP $19.95) 7 44827-57510-4 SI

Whether you’re a novice or an expert, this disc will help you plan your white water adventure no matter how 
extreme or gentle a trip you’re trying to find. Includes everything from family outings to rugged rides down the 
rapids. Breathtaking photography and exhilarating movies will inspire even the most cautious outdoor adventurer 
to give rafting a try. Includes complete river and outfitter information. This is an exciting addition to any 
adventurer’s library.

Win ’95?: Y?

52.World Almanac - 1995    (MSRP $39.95) 7 44827-57479-4 RF/ED

This valuable reference tool is overflowing with information. It includes: detailed full color maps, individual country 
flags, news photographs, World Cup and Winter Olympic results and complete coverage of the Health-Care 
Reform Debate. Recently updated, it now contains a new section: ‘Crime in America”. There are more than a 
million up-to-date facts. 

Win ’95?: Y

53.World Encyclopedia of Con Artists & Confidence Games    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57511-1 RF/ED

Ranging from the biblical account of Jacob’s cheating Esau of his birthright to the bilking of Germany’s Stern 
magazine with the false diaries of Adolf Hitler, this CD-ROM features in-depth, fascinating stories from throughout
the ages on over 240 notorious con artists.

Win ’95?: Y

54.World Encyclopedia of Organized Crime    (MSRP $29.95) 7-44827-57460-2 RF/ED

Get to know the legends of organized crime. The World Encyclopedia of Organized Crime is an international 
resource. Learn the origins of the Mafia as a defender of Christian rights against the Moslems in the ninth century
and discover how the Chinese Triads and Japanese Yakuza make some of Chicago’s worst mobsters seem 
timid.

Win ’95?: Y

55.3D Garden Designer  7 44827-57447-3 ET

Imagine your dream garden. Now you can make it a reality with this new garden design package. Contains an 
expensive reference section with 600 trees, shrubs, and plants, 200 full color photos. Gardeners can also add 



their favorite plants. The computer automatically shows you how your garden matures through the seasons. 
Garden plans can be viewed in 3-D from many different angles, allowing you to walk through your dream garden 
as if you were actually there!

Win ’95?: ?

56.Card Sharks    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57570-8 GM

Ultimate Poker: Ante up with any three of four animated players, for a lively session of Poker. Make you game 
choice from 5-Card Stud, 7-Card Stud, or play them at random. Ultimate Gin: Match wits against one of Four 
notorious computer players in a rip-roaring game of Gin Rummy! Each opponent has his or her own distinct 
personality, dealing technique and style of play and abilities. Chose the table stakes and game speed. Ultimate 
Baccarat: Enter a fully animated casino card game and gambling school where you play baccarat with three 
computer generated characters. Access game statistics and game rules. Relax and learn to play this game as the
dealer talks you through every step.

Win ’95?: D

57.Cooking Companion  7 44827-57443-5 SI/RF

With over 700 recipes and 1,500 ingredients, this electronic cookbook makes adding your personal favorites a 
breeze. You can use Windows utility features like drag and drop, and store more recipe information using less 
disk space. Special features include: optimum search capabilities that search by cookbook, category, recipe, or 
ingredient. Powerful printing capabilities allow you to print recipes, cooking instructions, and shopping lists. Works
in conjunction with Diet Balancer (listed separately) for meal planning. Cooking Companion has too many 
features to list that will make keeping and looking through recipes very easy.

Win ’95?: ?

58.Diet Balancer  7 44827-57444-2 SI/RF

Diet Balancer’s health and nutrition guide offers all the knowledge you need for keeping track of a healthy diet. 
With over 1700 foods in its database, you can calculate your intake with ease. It is also very good for monitoring 
special diets (low/no sugar, low cholesterol, etc.). Features include expandable database (disks acquired 
separately), highlight option which reviews your data entry and highlights excess fat intake, and more!

Win ’95?: ?

59.Digital Downs    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57406-0 GM

Capture the excitement of spending a day at the races! Wager on a field of up to eight horses, out of 1000 horses
from 10 stables. Each stable has jockeys and trainers whose abilities may affect the outcome of a particular race,
just like the real world! As you play, the results of each race build racehorse histories, showing how each has 
performed in the past. Race winners move up in the racing categories and vie for a higher stakes race. Daily race
forms show the horse’s name, age, handicap, weight, race length, purse, type of race, jockey, stable and trainer. 
Bet from $2 to $100. Win, Place, Show, Exacta, Quinella and Daily Double bets are all available. Wager results 
reveal your bets, winnings, losses, stake and net earnings.

Win ’95?: D

60.Flying Fingers    (MSRP $………) 7 44827-57446-6 ET/SI

Typing Tutors look out! This involves easy to follow instruction and suggestions, and various levels of arcade 
style play for improving your typing skills while having fun. This is the best we have seen to date. You can choose
from four different languages: English, French, German or Spanish.

Win ’95?: Y (Do not ‘add to setup’ during installation)

61.Fun School 4 (for children under 5)    (MSRP $………) 7 44827-57467-1 ET

This program contains six thought provoking programs designed to educate your children in a wide variety of 
skills. Colorful graphics and realistic sounds combine with amusing on-screen rewards to make learning a fun 
experience. Fun school 4 provides a sound grounding in many of the core fields which children will face at school:
Addition, Teddy Paint, Fun Train, Teddy’s House, Teddy’s Karaoke Teddy’s Book.



Win ’95?: D

62.Fun School 4 (for children ages 5-7)    (MSRP $………) 7 44827-57468-8 ET

This program contains six thought provoking programs designed to educate your children in a wide variety of 
skills. Colorful graphics and realistic sounds combine with amusing on-screen rewards to make learning a fun 
experience. This disc contains: The Library, Basketball, The Shopkeeper, Log Cabin, Opposites and 
Typing.

Win ’95?: D

63.Fun School 4 (for children ages 7-11)    (MSRP $………) 7 44827-57469-5 ET

This program contains six thought provoking programs designed to educate your children in a wide variety of 
skills. Colorful graphics and realistic sounds combine with amusing on-screen rewards to make learning a fun 
experience. There are different levels to suit children of different abilities. Includes: Proportions, Spy Quiz, 
Exchange Rates, Timetable, Spy Travels, and Desert Dates.

Win ’95?: D

64.Fun School Math    (MSRP $………) 7 44827-57466-4 ET

Fun School Math makes great use of clever graphics and stunning sound. Includes: The Crystal Conference: 
Merlin asks mathemagical questions which must be answered to keep off the marauding Vikings. Decisive Data: 
children use pictograms and bar charts to help Merlin keep track of objects. Perfect Portions: teaches addition 
and subtraction as children create a recipe to change a wimp into a hunk. Broken Battlements: count the bricks 
which Merlin needs to repair broken battlements. Magic Machine: addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division sums are given an amusing slant. Weighty Weapons: complete the puzzles to learn about kilograms, 
grams, and fractions of grams.

Win ’95?: D

65.Fun School Paint and Create  7 44827-57474-9 ET

This range of easy-to-use projects has been designed with the help of teachers to encourage your children to 
experiment with art and design. They can start by learning the basics of drawing and painting, and end up 
designing their own greeting cards. And they can print out their own creations! Includes: Music Maestro, Art 
Alive, Monster Maker, Jigsaw and Card Creator.

Win ’95?: D

66.Gamepack CD    (MSRP $        ) 7 44827-57576-0 GM

Action all the way with four super Windows games created with Klik & Play! Atomic Chill: Aliens make a 
takeover bid for your space recycling factory in this fast action platform shoot ‘em up! The Last Day: Bring your 
company of commandos through five ages from the Jurassic era to the year 2020. Astro Force: Loads of power-
ups, tons of weapons, huge end of level bosses, and more aliens than you can shake a stick at! Bugs: Fight off 
the virus with your trusty laser over 5 action-packed levels. 

Win ’95?: ?

67. Image Ecstacy -- Sights, Sounds and More    (MSRP $        ) 7 44827-57451-0 SI

Sights, Sounds and More is a screen saver plus! You can add image files of all types, midi files and wave files to 
play as your screen saver, and more! Image ecstasy recognizes all types of picture and sound files so you can 
make anything appear or play on your computer. And that’s not all!

Win ’95?: Y

68. Internet Passport    (MSRP $        ) 7 44827-57448-0 SI

This program is a conglomerate of Internet user interface promotions. It walks you through the presentations of 
four different Internet services, to help you decide which one to sign on with. If you want to make a choice, this 
will cer-tainly help. Online registration is available for the services you might want.

Win ’95?: ?



69.Madness of Roland  7 44827-57 SB

In 782ad. there wasn’t video… people talked, but nothing like today with media coverage. In 782 there was 
Roland… a man, a legend. This is the world’s first interactive multimedia novel. Based on the legend of the 
Paladin Roland, a knight in the service of Charlemagne, the story is told from multiple points of view, which you 
can move among at will. Each character tells their own, often contradictory, version of the story. Roland uses 
text, digital color paintings, animation, Quick Time video, professional “radio theater” narration, hypertextual links 
and a complete original sound track to transport you to the world of Charlemagne’s France. This program will 
forever change the way you look at books. Hailed as, “… stunningly beautiful!” - by The New York Times.

Win ’95?: ?

70.Operation Just Because    (MSRP $        ) 7 44827-57428-2 GM

In the true spirit of ship to ship battles, and consistent with the famous board game, you get Operation Just 
Because - the computerized game of battling ships. High level strategy and a little luck are winning ingredients. 
Yet, this game is so easy a preschooler can master it in minutes.

Win ’95?: ?

71.Ozzie’s World: A Day at the Beach (Ozzie’s Beach)    (MSRP $        ) 7 44827-57573-9 ET

Join Ozzie Otter on a magical, animated, earth-friendly exploration. It’s a wonderfully engaging environment 
where animals talk and share their stories and where puzzles, games and fun scientific activities are hidden 
around every corner. Kids will be enchanted as they learn about science and things that can be done to keep the 
world clean. Features one complete environment, science activities with step-by-step instructions develop 
deductive reasoning and thinking skills. There are games, puzzles which build critical thinking and memorization 
skills, meeting the needs of different ages. This fun colorful world of sights and sounds includes coloring pages, 
“dream starters,” and a useful Parent/Teacher guide providing adults tools for participation with their children. 

Win ’95?: Y

72.Ozzie’s World: A Visit to the Vet (Ozzie’s Vet Hospital)    (MSRP $        ) 7-44827-57574-6 ET

Join Ozzie Otter on a magical, animated, earth-friendly exploration. It’s a wonderfully engaging environment 
where animals talk and share their stories and where puzzles, games and fun scientific activities are hidden 
around every corner. Kids will be enchanted as they learn about science and things that can be done to keep the 
world clean. Features one complete environment, science activities with step-by-step instructions develop 
deductive reasoning and thinking skills. There are games, puzzles which build critical thinking and memorization 
skills, meeting the needs of different ages. This fun colorful world of sights and sounds includes coloring pages, 
“dream starters,” and a useful Parent/Teacher guide providing adults tools for participation with their children. 

Win ’95?: Y

73.Ozzie’s World:   My House (Ozzie’s Playroom)    (MSRP $        ) 7 44827-57470-1 ET

Join Ozzie Otter on a magical, animated, earth-friendly exploration. It’s a wonderfully engaging environment 
where animals talk and share their stories and where puzzles, games and fun scientific activities are hidden 
around every corner. Kids will be enchanted as they learn about science and things that can be done to keep the 
world clean. Features one complete environment, science activities with step-by-step instructions develop 
deductive reasoning and thinking skills. There are games, puzzles which build critical thinking and memorization 
skills, meeting the needs of different ages. This fun colorful world of sights and sounds includes coloring pages, 
“dream starters,” and a useful Parent/Teacher guide providing adults tools for participation with their children. 

Win ’95?: Y

74.Ozzie’s World: Visit my Garden   (Ozzie’s Garden)    (MSRP $        ) 7 44827-57575-3 ET
Join Ozzie Otter on a magical, animated, earth-friendly exploration. It’s a wonderfully engaging environment 
where animals talk and share their stories and where puzzles, games and fun scientific activities are hidden 
around every corner. Kids will be enchanted as they learn about science and things that can be done to keep the 
world clean. Features one complete environment, science activities with step-by-step instructions develop 
deductive reasoning and thinking skills. There are games, puzzles which build critical thinking and memorization 



skills, meeting the needs of different ages. This fun colorful world of sights and sounds includes coloring pages, 
“dream starters,” and a useful Parent/Teacher guide providing adults tools for participation with their children. 

Win ’95?: Y

75.Quantum Gate    (MSRP $        ) 7 44827-57431-2 GM

“This is an engrossing adventure that can take multimedia to the next level. It expands the boundaries of a new 
art form - interactive cinema - and is a bold leap forward into new creative territory.” DISC Magazine. This is a 
Virtual Cinema TM experience. You are the movie… in this full length interactive movie.

Win ’95?: ?

76.Rally Authentic Simulation    (MSRP $……..) 7 44827-57432-9 GM

So realistic you can almost smell the high-octane fumes. All 35 stages of the Network Q RAC Rally - forests, 
park-land, moorland and racetracks are complete with varying road surfaces and weather conditions. The 
graphics are digitized from video footage of the actual Rally route, giving a greater degree of realism and 
authenticity than ever before. Also includes the latest rally cars including the Ford Escort Cosworth, Toyota Celica
and Subaru Imprezza - each car handles differently and tests your driving skills to the limit.

Win ’95?: ?

77.Reflux  (Issue .01)    (MSRP $39.95) 7 44827-57433-6 GM/SB

The world’s first interactive comic book! Have it read the comic book to you in one of three different prospectives 
(the good guy, the bad guy, or the objective observer). Complete with animations and morphing, this is the first of 
a series of titles which will change the comic book industry forever!

Win ’95?: ?

78.Riverboat Gambler    (MSRP $        ) 7 44827-57572-2 GM

Ultimate Blackjack: Go where no blackjack player has gone before - into the ULTIMATE zone! Enter a fully 
animated casino card game and gambling school where you play solo against the dealer or with any of 12 
computer characters, each with a different style of play (biographies included!). Set the number of decks, change 
the rules to match any casino and monitor the stats as the game progresses. Ultimate Craps: Throw the dice 
with your own changeable technique as you learn to play Craps with three computer generated players and a 
stick man. Learn all possible bets and their odds. Bet units, bet amounts you select, can be used to develop your 
system (game strategies). Access three tables of statistics. Ultimate Roulette: From twelve animated charac-
ters four members will play with your character at a five seat table. Choose the European wheel with green 0 
bets, or the standard American wheel with green 00 and 0 bets. Be guided through placing bets by an on-screen 
help box. All possible bets can be used. Whether you win or lose, it’s guaranteed to bring hours of fun!

Win ’95?: D

79.Rx Works  7 44827-57449-7 RF/SI

Your personal pharmacist!  Rx Works is a collection of medication handouts, though simplified for easier reading. 
Rx Works lists medicines, telling what they are for, the best times to take them, side effects, harmful mixtures, 
and more. The interface is simple and easy to use, helping you find the information you’re after.

Win ’95?: ?

80.Ultimate Blackjack     (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57416-9 GM

Go where no blackjack player has gone before - into the ULTIMATE zone! Enter a fully animated casino card 
game and gambling school where you play solo against the dealer or with any of 12 computer characters, each 
with a different style of play (biographies included!). Set the number of decks, change the rules to match any 
casino and monitor the stats as the game progresses. See how the other players’ strategies and bets fare in the 
long run. A simulation feature lets you test custom strategies! You can even use two different card-counting 
systems. Novices will also appreciate the slick on-line tutor that suggests the best moves. Be prepared! If you 
take a seat at this table you may never get up! Uses keyboard or mouse.

Win ’95?: D



81.Ultimate Craps    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57417-6 GM

Throw the dice with your own changeable technique as you learn to play Craps with three computer generated 
players and a stick man. Learn all possible bets and their odds. Bet units, bet amounts you select, can be used to
develop your system (game strategies). Access three tables of statistics. All major bets may be used, including 
Place, Buy, Don’t Place, and Lay. Sucker bets (Big 6 and Big 8 ) are not available. Change the table Odds. 
Choose form 1 x Odds up to 10 x Odds. Bet optimization is available and provides maximum casino payoff. On 
line HELP is available for all bet selections. Play with a mouse or keyboard.

Win ’95?: D

82.Ultimate Gin    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57437-4 GM

Match wits against one of Four notorious computer players in a rip-roaring game of Gin Rummy! Each opponent 
has his or her own distinct personality, dealing technique and style of play and abilities. A unique card holder 
allows you to see your hand in melds at a glance. Illegal knocks or plays generate message boxes. After 
knocking, accept the computer chosen melds or select your own. Scores of the current game are displayed on 
screen at all times.

Win ’95?: D

83.Ultimate Poker    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57418-3 GM

Ante up with any three of four animated players, for a lively session of Poker. Make you game choice from 5-Card
Stud, 7-Card Stud, or play them at random. Chose the table stakes and game speed. On screen displays track 
the bets, calls, raises, checks, and folds for each bet round and each player’s stake. Statistics show the winning 
record of a particular hand and how frequently it occurs. Best move suggestions help you design a strategy. 
Change players at any time... no cheaters allowed at this table!

Win ’95?: D

84.Ultimate Roulette    (MSRP $29.95) 7 44827-57419-0 GM

From twelve animated characters four members will play with your character at a five seat table. Choose the 
European wheel with green 0 bets, or the standard American wheel with green 00 and 0 bets. Be guided through 
placing bets by an on-screen help box. All possible bets can be used. House advantage, possible bets, payoff, 
and actual odds, are displayed for each bet. Run a simulation of the wheel to see how your strategy fairs. 
Keyboard access statistics. On-line HELP is available for game rules. Roulette table sounds and spirited players 
enhance the action.

Win ’95?: D

Actual titles which may be available for purchase and pricing are subject to change
without notice until purchase order acceptance is duly acknowledged by 
MicroMedia Publishers, Inc.  Additional titles and descriptions are added as they 
become available.  From time to time, titles may be dropped or discontinued due to
market feasibility.
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CD ROM ORDER FORM
MicroMedia Publishers multipak Offer

FAX: (541)471-8836
VOICE: (541)471-4133

MAIL: 612 NW 3rd St. Grants Pass, OR 97526

YES, I would like you to rush me the following titles a.s.a.p.! I wish to purchase the 
selected CD ROM titles. I have enclosed my check & or valid credit card number to 
tender payment for the product. I also realize that all sales are final and may include the 
applicable sales tax if any as well as the appropriate shipping and handling charges. 
Please send my order to the following address;

SHIP TO INFORMATION:

Name_____________________
Address_________________________________
City__________________________ Zip_______________
Contact Phone (      )______-_______

CREDIT CARD PAYMENT INFORMATION:
Type of Credit Card: ______VISA ______Master Card ______ Check
If Credit Card, please complete below;

Credit Card Number_______________________ Expiration Date_______________

Name as written on Card___________________ Signature ___________________

(Please Print)
PRODUCT ORDERED PRODUCT ORDERED PRODUCT ORDERED

Please list the product numbers you wish to have shipped;
1.)_________ 2.)_________ 3.)_________ 4.)_________
1.)_________ 2.)_________ 3.)_________ 4.)_________
1.)_________ 2.)_________ 3.)_________ 4.)_________
1.)_________ 2.)_________ 3.)_________ 4.)_________

(Enclose $1.50 for each set) HANDLING $____________
(Enclose $3.50 for each set) SHIPPING $____________

(Enclose $20.00 for each set)TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $____________



Shipping prices are for the continental US Standard Ground. Expedited service will cost
more. Please select an alternate CD by number, in case a title isn’t in stock at the time of the

order.


